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So far…

• We’ve seen perplexity as an automatic measure to evaluate 
language models


• However, perplexity alone is insufficient to tell us about 
how well a model is solving some downstream task (e.g., 
translation or summarization)


• Today: BLEU score for MT, ROUGE for summarization, 
BERT-based improvements, LLM judges, and human 
evaluation
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How Good is Machine Translation?
Chinese > English
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How Good is Machine Translation?
French > English
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What is MT good (enough) for?
• Assimilation: reader initiates translation, wants to know content

• User is tolerant of inferior quality
• Focus of majority of research

• Communication: participants in conversation don’t speak same language
• Users can ask questions when something is unclear
• Chat room translations, hand-held devices
• Often combined with speech recognition

• Dissemination: publisher wants to make content available in other 
languages

• High quality required
• Almost exclusively done by human translators
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How good is a translation?
Problem: no single right answer
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Evaluation
• How good is a given machine translation system?

• Many different translations acceptable

• Evaluation metrics
• Subjective judgments by human evaluators
• Automatic evaluation metrics
• Task-based evaluation
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Adequacy and Fluency
• Human judgment

• Given: machine translation output
• Given: input and/or reference translation
• Task: assess quality of MT output

• Metrics
• Adequacy: does the output convey the meaning of the input sentence? Is 

part of the message lost, added, or distorted?
• Fluency: is the output fluent? Involves both grammatical correctness and 

idiomatic word choices.
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Fluency and Adequacy: Scales
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Let’s try:
rate fluency & adequacy on 1-5 scale



what are some issues 
with human evaluation?
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Automatic Evaluation Metrics
• Goal: computer program that computes quality of translations

• Advantages: low cost, optimizable, consistent

• Basic strategy
• Given: MT output
• Given: human reference translation
• Task: compute similarity between them
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Precision and Recall of Words
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Precision and Recall of Words
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BLEU 
Bilingual Evaluation Understudy
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Multiple Reference Translations
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BLEU examples
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BLEU examples

why does BLEU 
not account for 

recall?



what are some drawbacks of BLEU?

• all words/n-grams treated as equally relevant 

• operates on local level 

• scores are meaningless (absolute value not 
informative) 

• human translators also score low on BLEU
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Yet automatic metrics such as BLEU 
correlate with human judgement



ROUGE - a recall-based 
counterpart to BLEU

• Idea: what % of the words or n-grams in the reference 
occur in the generated output?


• ROUGE and its variants are often used to evaluate text 
summarization systems



Input copying

A. Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? 

Q. Why are almost all boats white?

Krishna et al., NAACL 2021. "Hurdles to Progress in Long-form Question Answering"

Traditional string-matching metrics don’t work

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.06332


Method ROUGE-L

Input copying (↓) 20.0

RAG (Lewis et al. 2020) 16.1

RT (Krishna et al. 2021) 24.4

Human answers (↑) 21.2
Input copying

A. Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? Why are 
almost all boats white? Why are almost all boats 
white? Why are almost all boats white? 

Q. Why are almost all boats white?

Krishna et al., NAACL 2021. "Hurdles to Progress in Long-form Question Answering"

Traditional string-matching metrics don’t work

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.06332


Can we include learned components 
in our evaluation metrics?
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BLEURT (BLEU + BERT)

• Take a pretrained BERT, and fine-tune it on a 
variety of synthetic tasks with perturbed data 

• Synthetic data involves a sentence z and 
“perturbed” version z’ 

• Objectives include many regression tasks (e.g., 
predict BLEU, ROUGE, backtranslation 
likelihood) 

• Then, fine-tune the resulting model on small 
supervised datasets of human quality 
judgments
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BLEURT (BLEU + BERT)

• Take a pretrained BERT, and fine-tune it on a 
variety of synthetic tasks with perturbed data 

• Synthetic data involves a sentence z and 
“perturbed” version z’ 

• Objectives include many regression tasks (e.g., 
predict BLEU, ROUGE, backtranslation 
likelihood) 

• Then, fine-tune the resulting model on small 
supervised datasets of human quality 
judgments
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Higher correlation with 
human judgments than just 
BLEU, but has limitations…



COMET (now recommended 
for MT evaluation over BLEU)

Rei et al., EMNLP 2020



How do we evaluate 
open-ended text 

generation?
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Human evaluators struggle to read long texts

• To evaluate a 250-word generation: 
• Crowdworkers take ~10 sec 
• English teachers take ~70 sec 

• High variability across runs, low agreement

Karpinska et al., EMNLP 2021. "The Perils of Using Mechanical Turk to Evaluate Open-Ended Text Generation"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.06835


Which answer is better?

Question: If under anesthesia do you get your sleep needed for the day?
Answer 2: 
There is no clear consensus on whether or not 
people under anesthesia get the sleep they need for 
the day. Some studies suggest that people under 
anesthesia do get some sleep, but it is not clear how 
deep or restful this sleep is. Other studies suggest 
that people under anesthesia do not get any 
meaningful sleep at all. Therefore, it is difficult to say 
definitively whether or not people under anesthesia 
get the sleep they need for the day.

Answer 1: 
No. The unconsciousness induced by both IV 
anesthetics and inhaled anesthetics is very different 
from restorative sleep. In fact, patients in ICUs who 
are sedated for long periods of time with some of 
the same medications they use in anesthesia get 
delirium from both a lack of sleep and a lack of 
proper awake time. Sleep = charging your phone on 
airplane mode. Anesthesia = turning your phone off 
but not charging it.
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Human-written Generated by text-davinci-002



Question: If under anesthesia do you get your sleep needed for the day?
Answer 2: 
There is no clear consensus on whether or not 
people under anesthesia get the sleep they need for 
the day. Some studies suggest that people under 
anesthesia do get some sleep, but it is not clear how 
deep or restful this sleep is. Other studies suggest 
that people under anesthesia do not get any 
meaningful sleep at all. Therefore, it is difficult to say 
definitively whether or not people under anesthesia 
get the sleep they need for the day.

Answer 1: 
No. The unconsciousness induced by both IV 
anesthetics and inhaled anesthetics is very different 
from restorative sleep. In fact, patients in ICUs who 
are sedated for long periods of time with some of 
the same medications they use in anesthesia get 
delirium from both a lack of sleep and a lack of 
proper awake time. Sleep = charging your phone on 
airplane mode. Anesthesia = turning your phone off 
but not charging it.

Xu & Song et al., ACL 2023. “A critical evaluation of evaluations for LFQA”

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.18201


Step 1: decompose long-form text into short units

Krishna et al., EACL 2023. "LongEval: Guidelines for Human Evaluation of Faithfulness in Long-form Summarization"

Asa Graybar is a biological engineer who 
studies keeping Slider eggs alive and he is 
accused of a crime at the opening of the 
story . He thinks he was framed by Tom Dorr , 
Hazeltyne 's general manager . He was 
offered one year as a “ changeling ” on 
another planet or 5 years in rehabilitation on 
Earth . He elects to do the one year , and 
thinks that he will get into smuggling Slider 
eggs on Jordan 's planet . Being a changeling 
is not a highly sought after line of work , but it 
pays well , and the people who do it have 
organs and body parts regenerated to better 
suit specialized tasks . Asa travels to Jordan 's 
planet on a spaceship with a cellmate , 
Kershaw , who got caught stealing a Slider 
egg and is returning to serve more time ...

https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.13298


Step 2: verify each atomic unit

Asa Graybar is a biological engineer who 
studies keeping Slider eggs alive and he is 
accused of a crime at the opening of the 
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Krishna et al., EACL 2023. "LongEval: Guidelines for Human Evaluation of Faithfulness in Long-form Summarization"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.13298
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.13298


Compute the fraction of atomic units that were verified.

Asa Graybar is a biological engineer who 
studies keeping Slider eggs alive and he is 
accused of a crime at the opening of the 
story . He thinks he was framed by Tom Dorr , 
Hazeltyne 's general manager . He was 
offered one year as a “ changeling ” on 
another planet or 5 years in rehabilitation on 
Earth . He elects to do the one year , and 
thinks that he will get into smuggling Slider 
eggs on Jordan 's planet . Being a changeling 
is not a highly sought after line of work , but it 
pays well , and the people who do it have 
organs and body parts regenerated to better 
suit specialized tasks . Asa travels to Jordan 's 
planet on a spaceship with a cellmate , 
Kershaw , who got caught stealing a Slider 
egg and is returning to serve more time ...

Krishna et al., EACL 2023. "LongEval: Guidelines for Human Evaluation of Faithfulness in Long-form Summarization"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.13298


More feasible to annotate a small fraction of units

Asa Graybar is a biological engineer who 
studies keeping Slider eggs alive and he is 
accused of a crime at the opening of the 
story . He thinks he was framed by Tom Dorr , 
Hazeltyne 's general manager . He was 
offered one year as a “ changeling ” on 
another planet or 5 years in rehabilitation on 
Earth . He elects to do the one year , and 
thinks that he will get into smuggling Slider 
eggs on Jordan 's planet . Being a changeling 
is not a highly sought after line of work , but it 
pays well , and the people who do it have 
organs and body parts regenerated to better 
suit specialized tasks . Asa travels to Jordan 's 
planet on a spaceship with a cellmate , 
Kershaw , who got caught stealing a Slider 
egg and is returning to serve more time ...

Asa Graybar is a biological engineer who 
studies keeping Slider eggs alive and he is 
accused of a crime at the opening of the 
story . He thinks he was framed by Tom Dorr , 
Hazeltyne 's general manager . He was 
offered one year as a “ changeling ” on 
another planet or 5 years in rehabilitation on 
Earth . He elects to do the one year , and 
thinks that he will get into smuggling Slider 
eggs on Jordan 's planet . Being a changeling 
is not a highly sought after line of work , but it 
pays well , and the people who do it have 
organs and body parts regenerated to better 
suit specialized tasks . Asa travels to Jordan 's 
planet on a spaceship with a cellmate , 
Kershaw , who got caught stealing a Slider 
egg and is returning to serve more time ...

Krishna et al., EACL 2023. "LongEval: Guidelines for Human Evaluation of Faithfulness in Long-form Summarization"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.13298


Our approach, LongEval, provides scalable human 
evaluation for summarization faithfulness.

Asa Graybar is a biological engineer who 
studies keeping Slider eggs alive and he is 
accused of a crime at the opening of the 
story . He thinks he was framed by Tom Dorr , 
Hazeltyne 's general manager . He was 
offered one year as a “ changeling ” on 
another planet or 5 years in rehabilitation on 
Earth . He elects to do the one year , and 
thinks that he will get into smuggling Slider 
eggs on Jordan 's planet . Being a changeling 
is not a highly sought after line of work , but it 
pays well , and the people who do it have 
organs and body parts regenerated to better 
suit specialized tasks . Asa travels to Jordan 's 
planet on a spaceship with a cellmate , 
Kershaw , who got caught stealing a Slider 
egg and is returning to serve more time ...

Krishna et al., EACL 2023. "LongEval: Guidelines for Human Evaluation of Faithfulness in Long-form Summarization"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.13298


Can we use LLMs to evaluate 
generated text?

GPTEval, Liu et al., 2023



Most popular LLM judge: win rate against a base LM’s outputs

<Prefix>

<Candidate generation #1>

<Candidate generation #2>

“Which candidate is a better  
completion of the prefix?”

GPT-4

1

https://tatsu-lab.github.io/alpaca_eval/

https://tatsu-lab.github.io/alpaca_eval/


Prompt:   Write a biography of Bridget Moynahan.

Bridget Moynahan is an American actress, model and producer. 
She is best known for her roles in Grey’s Anatomy, I, Robot and 
Blue Bloods. She studied acting at the American Academy of 
Dramatic Arts, and…

ChatGPT: 

How factually correct is this biography?



Break the generation into atomic facts via few-shot promptingDecomposition: 

Min & Krishna et al., EMNLP 2023. “FActScore: Fine-grained atomic evaluation of factual precision in long-form text generation”

Bridget Moynahan is an American actress, model 
and producer. She is best known for her roles in 
Grey’s Anatomy, I, Robot and Blue Bloods. She 
studied acting at the American Academy of 
Dramatic Arts, and…

• Bridget Moynahan is American. 
• Bridget Moynahan is an actress. 
• Bridget Moynahan is a model. 
• Bridget Moynahan is a producer. 
• Bridget Moynahan is best known for her roles in Grey’s Anatomy. 
• Bridget Moynahan is best known for her roles in I, Robot. 
• Bridget Moynahan is best known for her roles in Blue Bloods. 
• Bridget Moynahan studied acting. 
• Bridget Moynahan studied at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.14251


Break the generation into atomic facts via few-shot promptingDecomposition: 

Retrieve Wikipedia passages for each atomic fact. Prompt LLM to 
generate True or False given top-k passages and fact.

Verification: 

Min & Krishna et al., EMNLP 2023. “FActScore: Fine-grained atomic evaluation of factual precision in long-form text generation”

Bridget Moynahan is an American actress, model 
and producer. She is best known for her roles in 
Grey’s Anatomy, I, Robot and Blue Bloods. She 
studied acting at the American Academy of 
Dramatic Arts, and…

• Bridget Moynahan is American. 
• Bridget Moynahan is an actress. 
• Bridget Moynahan is a model. 
• Bridget Moynahan is a producer. 
• Bridget Moynahan is best known for her roles in Grey’s Anatomy. 
• Bridget Moynahan is best known for her roles in I, Robot. 
• Bridget Moynahan is best known for her roles in Blue Bloods. 
• Bridget Moynahan studied acting. 
• Bridget Moynahan studied at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts.

Bridget Moynahan is best known for her roles in Grey’s Anatomy. + False

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.14251


• Bridget Moynahan is American. 
• Bridget Moynahan is an actress. 
• Bridget Moynahan is a model. 
• Bridget Moynahan is a producer. 
• Bridget Moynahan is best known for her roles in Grey’s Anatomy. 
• Bridget Moynahan is best known for her roles in I, Robot. 
• Bridget Moynahan is best known for her roles in Blue Bloods. 
• Bridget Moynahan studied acting. 
• Bridget Moynahan studied at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts.

6 of the 9 atomic facts are 
supported by Wikipedia



FActScore: Implement verifier with LLaMA-7B, error rate 
of <2% compared to human annotations

Min & Krishna et al., EMNLP 2023. “FActScore: Fine-grained atomic evaluation of factual precision in long-form text generation”

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.14251


FActScore: Implement verifier with LLaMA-7B, error rate 
of <2% compared to human annotations

Min & Krishna et al., EMNLP 2023. “FActScore: Fine-grained atomic evaluation of factual precision in long-form text generation”

$26K if done 
by humans!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.14251

